
API/GL-4 MULTI
PURPOSE GEAR OIL 140
Low pour points and high temp 
properties to provide lubrication 
over a wide temperature range. 
Versatile lubricant contains anti-
rust and anti-wear additives to 
provide corrosion protection.

1 quart bottle
CRCSL24228 PRICE:$2.86

ISO 22 AIR TOOL OIL
Contains solvents that break 
down deposits, while the oil 

lubricates the tool. Preventing 
rust and corrosion. 

1 gallon bottle
CRCSL2533 PRICE:$20.00

EXTREME DUTY
FOOD GRADE GREASE 

NSF H1 certified for use on food 
processing machinery or wherever 
incidental good is possible. Use at 

high temperatures, calcium sulfonate 
thickeners provide superior 

mechanical and shear stability.
14oz cartridge

CRCSL35615 PRICE:$11.47

BALL + ROLLER BEARING
HI-TEMP INDUSTRIAL 

GREASE
NLGI #2 grease handles high 

loads and  temperatures inherent 
in bearing applications. Resists 

mild detergents and alkaline wash.
14oz cartridge

CRCSL3630 PRICE:$2.62

LITHIUM GENERAL
PURPOSE GREASE

High purity, NLGI #2 lithium based 
grease. Provides lubrication and 

durability in any weather and 
temperatures. For light duty 

applications requiring a long grease life. 
35lb pail

CRCSL3315 PRICE:$89.59

FOOD GRADE ANTI-SEIZE & 
LUBRICATING COMPOUND 
NSF H1 certified for use on food 

processing machinery or wherever 
incidental food is possible. 

Prevents components from sticking 
together or seizing.
8oz brush-top can

CRCSL35905 PRICE:$12.49

LITHIUM GENERAL
PURPOSE GREASE

NLGI #2 lithium-based lubricant is 
water resistant and excels in vertical 

applications. Offers long-lasting 
performance across a variety of 

extreme weather conditions.
14oz cartridge

CRCSL3310 PRICE:$3.64

LITHIUM MULTI
PURPOSE GREASE

High purity NLGI #2 multi-purpose 
white lithium grease that delivers 

exceptional lubrication and 
durability. Bright white in color. Ideal 
for when appearance is important.

14oz cartridge
CRCSL3150 PRICE:$4.09

MULTI-PURPOSE
FOOD GRADE GREASE

Premium NSF H1 certified grease 
for use in food production and 

processing industries. This NLGI 
#2 multi-purpose lubricant is white 

in color and features excellent 
water resistance.

14oz cartridge
CRCSL35600 PRICE:$9.91

XF-253 CRC STA-LUBE INVENTORY REDUCTION
$40 MINIMUM ON ALL SALES ORDERS 

211 CARTER DRIVE, SUITE B, WESTCHESTER, PA 19382 
PHONE: 610-429-8266 I WWW.KELLYINDUSTRIAL.COM 
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